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GeV emission in the region of the supernova remnant G51.26+0.11
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ABSTRACT4

The supernova remnant (SNR) G51.26+0.11 was recently discovered and little is known about its5

properties and environment. Using data from the Fermi Large Area Telescope we study the GeV6

emission seen in the direction of G51.26+0.11 to constrain the origin of the gamma rays and their7

possible relation to this SNR or to a star-forming region. We also search for emission from molecular8

gas in the region that could provide dense material for the production of gamma rays. By modeling9

the multi-wavelength spectrum of G51.26+0.11 from radio to gamma rays we derive the properties of10

the particle populations that could produce the emission in several possible scenarios. We rule out11

the star-forming regions (such as G051.010+00.060) seen nearby as the origin of the GeV emission.12

The correspondence seen between the gamma-ray and radio morphologies support a scenario where13

G51.26+0.11 is the cause of the gamma rays. The flat spectral energy distribution observed at GeV14

energies is best fit by hadronic or inverse Compton emission, while a bremsstrahlung model cannot15

properly account for the radio fluxes under a simple one-zone scenario. A pulsar wind nebula origin16

of the high-energy photons cannot be ruled out or confirmed.17

Keywords: ISM: supernova remnants — gamma rays: ISM18

1. INTRODUCTION19

Supernova remnants (SNRs) play an important role in the Galaxy. They heat up the interstellar medium (ISM),20

influence star formation, distribute heavy elements and accelerate cosmic rays. Given the supernova rate expected and21

seen in the Galaxy (e.g., van den Bergh & McClure 1994) several thousand SNRs should be observed and yet only a22

few hundred are known (Green 2019). Selection effects such as the lack of sensitive radio continuum observations are23

thought to be the cause of the discrepancy. New candidate SNRs have been discovered recently with the increasing24

number of observations across the electromagnetic spectrum, for example The HI, OH, Recombination line survey of25

the Milky Way (THOR, Anderson et al. 2017), has found 76 candidate SNRs.26

SNRs accelerate particles to relativistic energies, which can then be detected through their gamma radiation. At27

high (GeV) and very high (TeV) energies source catalogs by the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT, Acero et al. 2016;28

Abdollahi et al. 2020), the High Energy Stereoscopic System (H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al. 2018) and the High-29

Altitude Water Cherenkov Observatory (Albert et al. 2020) reveal SNRs as well as several unassociated sources which30

could be previously unknown SNRs. The study of the gamma-ray emission from SNRs is important to understand the31

properties of the particle populations that they accelerate, and multi-wavelength observations are useful to constrain32

SNR parameters such as distance and ambient density, which are usually poorly known.33

G51.21+0.11 is one of the SNR candidates discovered by THOR through combined mid-infrared and radio observa-34

tions (Anderson et al. 2017). The radio continuum observations originally revealed a region with an extension of ∼ 30′35

and a flux density of 24.35± 2.10 Jy at a frequency of 1.4 GHz. Follow up radio observations by Driessen et al. (2018)36

revealed a complex morphology and a radio spectral index α = −0.7 ± 0.21 for G51.21+0.11 (the radio flux density37

Sν ∝ να where ν is the frequency), making it a good SNR candidate. They were not able to confirm its nature due to38

the lack of data at other wavelengths that are relevant for SNR studies, particularly in the X-ray band.39

Using radio observations at lower frequencies, Supan et al. (2018) claimed that a small southern portion of40

G51.21+0.11 is in fact a different SNR, which they labeled G51.04+0.07. They found that G51.04+0.07 is located at41

a distance of 7.7± 2.3 kpc, and it is also likely closer than the most prominent HII region seen near in the sky, known42
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as G051.010+00.060 (Anderson et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2019), which is a source of thermal radio continuum emission.43

At the same time, Dokara et al. (2018) confirmed the presence of nonthermal radio emission from G51.04+0.07 and44

also from part of the source to the north of it at the location of the originally proposed SNR candidate G51.21+0.11.45

Given the identification of the source G51.04+0.07 as an independent SNR, the rest of the emission was reported as46

a separate shell-type SNR, which Dokara et al. (2018) labeled G51.26+0.11. This SNR has a proposed radius of 11.3′47

(Dokara et al. 2018). Recently, using data from the Karl G. Jansky Very Large Array GLObal view of the STAR48

formation in the Milky Way (GLOSTAR), Dokara et al. (2021) measured the degree of polarization and radio spectral49

indices of G51.26+0.11 and G51.04+0.07, confirming their nature as SNRs.50

The First Fermi LAT Supernova Remnant Catalog (Acero et al. 2016) did not explore the gamma-ray emission in51

the region of G51.21+0.11 as it predates its discovery. The Fermi Large Area Telescope Fourth Source Catalog Data52

Release 2 (4FGL-DR2, Ballet et al. 2020) shows two point sources having no association in the region of G51.26+0.11,53

which are 4FGL J1925.4+1616 and 4FGL J1924.3+1628. The brightest of the two sources, 4FGL J1925.4+1616, has54

been a target of a 5.2 ks-Swift X-Ray Telescope observation as part of a survey of Fermi unassociated sources (Stroh55

& Falcone 2013). In a follow-up study of these sources carried out by Kaur et al. (2019) a signal-to-noise threshold of56

4 is defined as a lower limit to consider a source as detected, a criterion that is not satisfied by 4FGL J1925.4+16161.57

In this paper we carry out a detailed study of the gamma-ray emission detected by Fermi in this region to obtain58

its morphology and spectrum. The possible connection of the gamma rays to any SNR, known or otherwise, the59

star-forming region G051.010+00.060 or the pulsars seen in the vicinity is probed. We compare the locations of the60

gamma rays with that of the radio emission by the THOR survey (Beuther et al. 2016). Both star-forming regions61

and SNRs are known to produce gamma rays through inelastic collisions between relativistic protons or nuclei and62

ambient matter. Dense molecular clouds in the vicinity of cosmic ray accelerators thus provide targets for this hadronic63

interactions. We explored data from the 13CO (J = 1→ 0) line emission of the Boston University-Five College Radio64

Astronomy Observatory Galactic Ring Survey (GRS, Jackson et al. 2006) to estimate the sizes and densities of the65

molecular clouds in the region of G51.26+0.11 and G051.010+00.060. We also compare these observations with 12CO66

(J = 1 → 0) data from Dame et al. (2001). Finally, we modeled the multi-wavelength spectrum using hadronic and67

leptonic scenarios to derive the parameters of the relativistic particles responsible for the emission under the one-zone68

approximation to try to constrain its origin.69

2. FERMI -LAT OBSERVATIONS AND DATA ANALYSIS70

The LAT onboard the Fermi satellite continually scans the sky and detects photons in the energy range from71

about 20 MeV to more than 300 GeV. We used data collected between the beginning of the mission, August 2008, to72

December 2020 (i.e., with an additional 2.3 yr of data compared to the 10-yr 4FGL-DR2 catalog). We included events73

in the energy range from 200 MeV to 500 GeV reconstructed within 15◦ of the center of our region of interest (ROI),74

located at the coordinates RA= 291.3◦, Dec= 16.3◦ (J2000). This is approximately the reported position of the source75

4FGL J1925.4+1616. We used fermitools version 2.0.0, a publicly available software for treating Fermi data, and76

the open-source PYTHON package fermipy version 1.0.0, to perform the analysis. We applied the recommended quality77

cuts for PASS8 data analysis, including a zenith angle cut of 90◦ to avoid gamma-ray contamination from Earth’s78

limb, DATA QUAL>0 and LAT CONFIG==1. The analysis used the P8R3 SOURCE V3 instrument response functions and we79

combined back and front-converted events in the SOURCE class (using the parameters evtype=3 and evclass=128).80

We adopted the binned maximum likelihood method (Mattox et al. 1996) to derive the spectral and morphological81

parameters of the sources. The significance of a new source with one additional parameter with respect to the model82

without the source (known as the null hypothesis) can be estimated with the square root of the test statistic, TS83

= −2× ln(L0/L), where L0 and L are the values of the maximum likelihoods for the null hypothesis and for a model84

with the additional source, respectively.85

To model the background we included the sources in the ROI listed in the 4FGL-DR2 catalog along with the86

recommended Galactic and isotropic diffuse emission components, described by the files gll iem v07.fits and87

iso P8R3 SOURCE V3 v1.txt, respectively, and provided with the fermitools. The energy dispersion correction was88

applied as recommended by the LAT team2. The sources 4FGL J1925.4+1616 and 4FGL J1924.3+1628 were not89

included in the models in order to study the GeV emission in the region more carefully.90

1 See https://www.swift.psu.edu/unassociated/
2 See https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/documentation/Pass8 edisp usage.html
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2.1. Morphological analysis91

In order to take advantage of the improved spatial resolution of the LAT at higher energies, we performed a study92

of the morphology of the gamma-ray emission in the region of G51.26+0.11 using events with energies above 5 GeV.93

We first searched for an appropriate model describing the background sources. As a first step, we fit the spectral94

normalizations of the sources located within 10◦ of the ROI center simultaneously as well as all the spectral parameters95

of the sources found within 3◦ of the ROI center. As a second step, we searched for additional local TS maxima likely96

associated to new uncatalogued sources in the ROI with the find sources routine of fermipy. We incorporated the97

newly found sources into the background model and proceeded to fit their spectral parameters, together with the98

free parameters of the other known sources. In order to visualize the residual gamma-ray emission for the source of99

interest in the center of the ROI, a TS map of the null hypothesis was constructed by fitting the normalization of a100

test point source having a power law spectral model and a fixed index of 2, whose position is moved through each101

pixel in the map. The result is seen in Fig. 1. The first image shows the locations and sizes of the SNRs G51.26+0.11102

and G51.04+0.07, the star-forming region G051.010+00.060 and the GeV source found in this section to represent103

the gamma-ray emission. The contours show the radio continuum emission from the THOR survey (Beuther et al.104

2016). The gamma-ray emission has a maximum significance at the location of the SNR. In the second image, the105

radio continuum emission from THOR is shown in comparison with the gamma-ray TS contours.106

Different morphological models were fitted to the GeV emission to choose the best available representation. In order

to do this, the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC, Akaike 1974) was calculated for each case. This is defined as AIC

= 2k− 2 ln(L), where k is the number of free parameters in the model and L the maximum likelihood obtained in the

fit. The definition of this statistical criterion is such that the best available model is the one that minimizes the AIC.

The models used were two point sources, a Gaussian and a disk, for which the extensions and locations were optimized

to maximize the likelihood. The locations of the two point sources were obtained by re-optimizing the positions of

the catalogued sources 4FGL J1925.4+1616 and 4FGL J1924.3+1628. The morphological parameters were optimized

together with the spectral parameters of the sources, assumed to be described by simple power law spectra (this choice

of spectral function is justified below) given by

dN

dE
= N0

(
E

E0

)−Γ

,

with E0 = 5000 MeV a fixed scale factor.107

Table 1 shows the results for each morphological hypothesis representing the GeV emission in the region of108

G51.26+0.11. As can be seen, the Gaussian model offers a better description of the data compared to the other109

models and it is thus chosen for the rest of the analysis. The sizes, locations and best-fit spectral parameters for each110

model are shown for reference. The centroids of the disk and Gaussian are consistent with the optimized location111

of the source 4FGL J1925.4+1616, which is the brightest of the two original 4FGL sources. The newly optimized112

positions of these two sources are also consistent within the statistical uncertainties with their positions reported in113

the 4FGL-DR2 catalog. The spectral index found here above 5 GeV for 4FGL J1924.3+1628 (1.90±0.05) is consistent114

with the cataloged value (1.7±0.2), while that for 4FGL J1925.4+1616 (2.08±0.03) is lower compared to the cataloged115

value (2.36± 0.07). This could be due to the different energy ranges used in the present morphological study (5–500116

GeV) compared to the wider interval used for the catalog (100 MeV – 1 TeV). The measured flux levels obtained here117

(quantified by the normalization of the spectral density distribution, N0, once corrected to account for the different118

scale factors E0), however, are comparable to the reported 4FGL-DR2 values. The fluxes obtained from the extended119

templates, as expected, are higher than those of the point sources. We also obtained significance maps of the residual120

gamma-ray emission resulting from each of the morphological models which show that the Gaussian model more prop-121

erly accounts for the emission in the region. In order to estimate the significance of the source extension, we follow122

Lande et al. (2012) and calculate TSext= 2 ln(Lext/Lps), where Lext and Lps are the likelihoods resulting from fitting123

the extended source and a point source. The resulting value, TSext= 32.3, indicates that the extension is significant124

beyond a point source for the LAT.125

We note that even though with the current resolution provided by the LAT an extended model is preferred over126

two point sources, future observations with better resolution might reveal an extended source at the location of 4FGL127

J1925.4+1616 and an unrelated point source at the location of 4FGL J1924.3+1628.128
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Figure 1. (a) LAT TS map for a point source hypothesis with events having energies above 5 GeV showing the excess emission
above the background. The locations and sizes of G51.26+0.11 and G51.04+0.07, according to Dokara et al. (2018), are shown,
as well as those of the star-forming region G051.010+00.060. The dashed circle represents the 68%-containment region of the
Gaussian source found in this work to model the GeV emission. The positions of the two 4FGL sources originally found in the
LAT catalogs are also shown for comparison. The contours represent the radio continuum emission from THOR observations
(Beuther et al. 2016) in logarithmic scale from 0.01 to 0.085 Jy/beam, possibly a mixture of thermal and non thermal emission.
The color (square root) scale is in units of TS. (b) The radio continuum emission from THOR with the TS contours from the
gamma-ray TS map above at the levels of 25, 50, 75 and 100 overlaid. The (logarithmic) color scale is in Jy/beam and the axes
coordinates are in degrees.
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Table 1. Results of the morphological analysis of the GeV emission in the region of G51.26+0.11.

Model RA, Dec (◦) Extension (◦) Spectral parameters ∆AIC

Two point sources 13.8

4FGL J1925.4+1616 291.32± 0.01, 16.29± 0.01 – N0 = 0.52± 0.02, Γ = 2.08± 0.03

4FGL J1924.3+1628 291.12± 0.03, 16.47± 0.02 – N0 = 0.16± 0.01, Γ = 1.90± 0.05

Disk 291.29± 0.02◦, 16.29± 0.02◦ 0.22+0.02
−0.01

◦ N0 = 1.12± 0.04 6.6

Γ = 2.12± 0.02

Gaussian 291.31± 0.02◦, 16.30± 0.02◦ 0.22+0.04
−0.03

◦ N0 = 1.14± 0.04 0

Γ = 2.12± 0.02

Note—The values of N0 are given in units of 10−13 MeV−1cm−2s−1. The extension for the disk and Gaussian refers to their
respective 68%-containment radii. ∆AIC is defined as the difference between the AIC value for the given model and that of
the model with the lowest AIC value. 1σ statistical uncertainties are given for morphological and spectral parameters. All

parameters in this table were determined in the analysis of events with energies above 5 GeV.

As shown in Table 1, the best-fit coordinates of the Gaussian centroid and 68%-containment radius (with their 1σ129

statistical uncertainties) are RA=291.31±0.02◦, Dec=16.30±0.02◦ (J2000) and 0.22+0.04
−0.03

◦. As mentioned earlier, the130

68%-containment region of the best-fit Gaussian is also shown in Fig. 1.131

2.2. Spectral analysis132

Once an appropriate model for the morphology of the GeV emission is obtained, we apply this model to events in133

the ROI with an energy above 200 MeV and obtain the spectrum of the source. The Gaussian template found in134

this section was added to the model, and a search for new point sources in the ROI was carried out to improve the135

background description. Once the new point sources are added, we let the normalizations of the sources located within136

10◦ of the ROI center and the other spectral parameters of the sources located within 5◦ of the ROI center free to137

vary.138

Two phenomenological spectral energy functions were used in separate fits to the emission seen in the region of139

G51.26+0.11 in order to compare the results, a simple power law and a log parabola. Since these two spectral shapes140

correspond to nested models, comparing the likelihood values obtained in the fits allows to quantify the significance of141

curvature (i.e., deviation from a power law) in the spectrum. It was found that the addition of a parameter using the142

log parabola produces a negligible change (∼ 0.2) in the log-likelihood function, indicating that the spectrum of the143

source is not significantly curved in the LAT energy range. This justifies the use of a power law for the spectrum in the144

morphological analysis using events with energies above 5 GeV. If the spectral function is a power-law as defined earlier,145

with E0 = 5000 MeV a fixed scale, the resulting best-fit values obtained are N0 = (1.21 ± 0.07stat ± 0.50sys) × 10−13
146

MeV−1 cm−2 s−1 and Γ = 2.18± 0.04stat ± 0.13sys. The overall test statistic value of the source is TS= 443 above 200147

MeV, which translates to a detection significance of 21σ. The residual map obtained when adding the source shows148

no significant emission leftover in the region, meaning that the model found for the source is satisfactory. A spectral149

energy distribution (SED) was obtained by measuring the flux of the source in ten logarithmically-spaced energy bins.150

In each bin the normalization of the source of interest was fit together with the normalizations of the sources located151

within 2◦ of the center of the ROI, as well as those of the diffuse and isotropic backgrounds. The spectral index of152

the source was kept fixed to 2, but the results were not significantly affected by using a different value for the spectral153

index. If the TS of the source in a bin was below 4, a 95% confidence level upper limit on the flux was estimated for154

that bin.155

Two factors were considered for calculating the systematic errors in the spectral parameters. The effect of the156

uncertainty in the Galactic diffuse emission model, which is particularly important for extended sources, was estimated157

with the use of the eight alternative models developed by Acero et al. (2016) in making the LAT catalog of SNRs. The158

files were scaled appropriately to account for differences in energy dispersion between Pass 7 and Pass 8 reprocessed159

data3. The uncertainties were calculated as in Acero et al. (2016) for the source parameters in the global fit using160

the entire energy range as well as in the individual energy bins used for obtaining the SED. The uncertainties in161

the effective area of the LAT were also propagated onto the spectral parameters of the global fit, as well as to the162

3 See https://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/Model details/Pass8 rescaled model.html
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normalizations of the SED fluxes, using a set of bracketing response functions as recommended by Ackermann et al.163

(2012). In these alternative fits the pivot energy was used as the value of the scale parameter E0, which was estimated164

with the covariance error matrix of the global fit. For the individual SED fluxes the statistical and systematic errors165

were combined in quadrature. Finally, we also estimated the effect of the Galactic diffuse emission uncertainties in166

the source extension. In a manner analogous to the treatment of uncertainties for spectral parameters explained167

before, we fit the extension of the Gaussian template using events above 5 GeV for the alternative background models168

and calculated a systematic error on the 68%-containment radius of 0.10◦. The source was found to be significantly169

extended in all cases.170

3. PROPERTIES OF THE MOLECULAR GAS171

The average brightness temperature from the 13CO (J = 1→ 0) emission in the region within the 68%-containment172

radius of the LAT source shows three distinctive peaks in the velocity intervals 15.2–18.6 km s−1, 43.4–52.2 km s−1
173

and 53–58.8 km s−1 (the line velocities, vlsr, used in this work are all measured with respect to the local standard174

of rest). The same conclusion is obtained after analyzing the observations of the 12CO (J = 1 → 0) line emission.175

Although the spatial resolutions of both surveys are very different, maps comparing the integrated CO line intensities176

from both data sets are shown in Fig. 2.177

Adopting a standard Galactic rotation model (Brand & Blitz 1993) we calculated the possible kinematic distances178

associated to the midpoints of the velocity intervals for the Galactic coordinates l = 51◦, b = 0.1◦. According to the179

rotation model and using a distance of R0 = 8.15 kpc from the Sun to the Galactic center and a circular rotation180

speed at the position of the Sun of Θ0 = 236 km s−1 (Reid et al. 2019) the maximum predicted velocity for these181

coordinates is ∼ 54 km s−1. The highest integrated intensity for gas seen at the location of the gamma-ray source is182

seen in the data for the velocity interval 53–58.8 km s−1, indicating a slight discrepancy with the Galactic rotation183

model adopted. However, the rotation model of the Galaxy is known to have issues at the location of spiral arms,184

and estimations of kinematic distances are also affected by turbulent and proper gas motions, which could account for185

the discrepancy. We only limit ourselves to cite the possible kinematic distances predicted by the standard rotation186

model and leave a more detailed study of these effects for the future. As will be seen, the conclusions in this work are187

valid regardless of the actual source distance. We therefore consider that the gas seen in the velocity interval 53–58.8188

km s−1 has a kinematic distance of 5 kpc, which is the solution obtained from the rotation model for the maximum189

allowed theoretical velocity. On the other hand, the near and far kinematic distances of the gas associated to the other190

velocity intervals in Fig. 2 are 1 kpc and 9.2 kpc (taking vlsr = 17 km s−1 as a representative velocity for this gas) and191

3.7 kpc and 6.6 kpc (for vlsr = 48 km s−1). As seen in Fig. 2, there is a correspondence between the molecular gas192

in the line velocity interval vlsr = 43.4− 52.2 km s−1 and the HII region G051.010+00.060. This star-forming region193

is located at a distance of 7.2 ± 1.2 kpc (Anderson et al. 2014), which is compatible with the far kinematic distance194

determined here for the gas.195

The GRS observations have an adequate resolution (46′′, Jackson et al. 2006) to estimate the size and average

integrated intensity of the clouds of gas seen within the 68%-containment radius of the GeV source (note that this

region has a larger angular size than the assumed size of the SNR shell, taken to be 11.3′, Dokara et al. 2018). From

the GRS data we calculated the average integrated intensity of the 13CO (J = 1→ 0) transition line (labeled W13CO),

and the appropriate gas filling factor using the actual area covered by the clouds, which are then modeled as spheres.

This is done for each velocity interval, which results in several possible cloud and SNR radii. The molecular hydrogen

column density in cm−2 is then found with the relation NH2
= X13CO(1→0)W13CO. We adopt the conversion factor

X13CO(1→0) = 4.92× 1020 (K km s−1)−1 from Simon et al. (2001). Finally, the mass of gas, M , is determined by

M = 2mHNH2A,

where A is the cross-sectional area of the cloud and mH is the mass of a hydrogen atom. The average number density196

(n) can then be estimated by dividing the total mass by the volume of the corresponding cloud and the mass of a197

hydrogen atom. The results are shown in Table 2 for the possible near and far kinematic distances determined in this198

work, together with the resulting physical radius of the SNR for comparison.199

4. DISCUSSION200

In this section we present the physical models that account for the spectrum of the GeV emission and discuss possible201

sources. We made use of the properties of the dense gas in the ISM at the location of the gamma-ray source, shown202
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Table 2. Average hydrogen number density (n) estimated from 13CO (J = 1→ 0) observations.

Distance (kpc) Velocity interval (km s−1) rSNR
a (pc) rc

a (pc) n (cm−3) b

1.0 15.2− 18.6 3.3 1.2 360

9.2 30 11 39

3.7 43.4− 52.2 12 13 82

6.6 21.6 24 46

5.0 53− 58.8 16.4 17 80

Note—arSNR and rc are the SNR and cloud radius, respectively, for the corresponding distance.
bThe uncertainty on n resulting from the statistical uncertainties associated with the conversion factor X13CO(1→0) is of the

order of 30% (Lau et al. 2017).

in Section 3. We fit the GeV data using one-zone leptonic and hadronic scenarios to derive the particle distributions203

required using the naima package (Zabalza 2015). We used the recently measured radio fluxes of G51.26+0.11 from204

Dokara et al. (2021). The 200 MHz and 1.4 GHz flux densities of G51.26+0.11 are, respectively, 25.8 ± 3.6 Jy and205

12.4 ± 0.6 Jy. Radio fluxes measured in the larger region associated to the original THOR candidate, G51.21+0.11206

(Anderson et al. 2017; Driessen et al. 2018), are also shown for comparison in the spectral plots in this section. After207

modeling the SED the origin of the emission is discussed.208

4.1. Gamma-ray SED model209

In fitting the broadband non-thermal fluxes detected in the region of G51.26+0.11 we tested two different shapes210

for the particle distribution in energy, namely a power law with an exponential cutoff and a broken power law with211

an exponential cutoff. These particle distribution shapes are usually used to model the SEDs of SNRs (see, e.g.,212

H. E. S. S. Collaboration et al. 2015; Planck Collaboration et al. 2016; Ambrogi et al. 2019). As seed photon fields213

for the calculation of the inverse Compton scattering fluxes (IC) we adopt the cosmic microwave background (CMB),214

a far-infrared (FIR) field and stellar optical and near-infrared (NIR) photons. For the latter two, the densities and215

temperatures adopted are the same as those estimated at a Galactocentric distance of 8 kpc (FIR: 26 K, 0.35 eV216

cm−3, NIR: 2000 K, 0.7 eV cm−3, Shibata et al. 2011), which we refer to as the standard field values. Most of the217

parameters do not change substantially if the field properties are modified. In order to explore the effect of the change218

in the standard field values on the resulting spectral parameters of the particle distribution and ambient magnetic219

field, the values of the field temperatures and their densities were changed to find the range that produces a variation220

of at least one of the fitted parameters by 1σ, the corresponding parameter error obtained in the fit using the standard221

values. We found that the field temperatures could be multiplied by a factor ranging from 0.5 to 3, for the FIR field,222

and from 0.45 to 2.5 for the NIR field, and their densities by factors of 0.35 to 2 and 0.7 to 1.5, respectively. We223

found that parameters such as the magnetic field, cutoff energy and spectral indices of the particle distribution are224

not particularly sensitive to the photon field parameters, and usually changed by less than 20% with respect to the225

values found with the standard photon field description. On the other hand, the break energy was more sensitive226

and could increase by up to 50% with respect to our reported value when modifying the photon field parameters in227

the given ranges. In the hadronic scenario, we used the parametrization of the photon production cross section for228

proton-proton interactions presented by Kafexhiu et al. (2014).229

We perform three independent fits to the gamma-ray SED points obtained in this work under the assumption that one230

of the three main mechanisms for high energy emission expected to operate in Galactic sources dominates in each case:231

pion decay emission from hadronic processes, IC from leptons interacting with ambient photons and bremsstrahlung232

emission also from high energy leptons interacting with ambient material. We note that the overall SED could also233

be explained by combinations of these processes or from more than one particle population, but given how little is234

known about the source and its environment our aim is to probe the properties of the particles assuming, as a first235

approximation, that the most simple scenarios hold. Fig. 3 shows the SED and the resulting best-fit models in each236

case. The AIC calculated from the corresponding likelihood function is used to select the best fits.237

In the hadronic scenario for the gamma rays, with AIC= 7.9, a power law with an exponential cutoff for the particle238

distribution is preferred over the broken power law with exponential cutoff. The free parameters in the fit were the239

normalization of the particle distribution, its spectral index and the particle cutoff energy. The resulting index and240

cutoff energy are 2.11+0.08
−0.12 and 84+112

−54 TeV, respectively. The particle cutoff energy cannot be well constrained using241
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Fermi -LAT data alone since the gamma-ray SED itself is best described by a simple power law function. The total242

energy required in the cosmic rays is 8.5× 1049
(

1 cm−3

n

)(
d

2 kpc

)2

erg, where n is the particle number density of the243

target material for hadronic interactions and d the distance to the source. The value has been normalized to a sample244

distance to the source of 2 kpc but it could be easily adjusted for other values. Fig. 3 (a) shows the resulting fit to245

the data in this scenario.246

For the IC-dominated scenario we show in Fig. 3 (b) the fit to the radio and gamma-ray fluxes using a broken power247

law with an exponential cutoff (AIC= 14.3) for the underlying electron distribution, although the fit quality using a248

power law with an exponential cutoff (AIC= 14.7) is very similar. The parameters that were free in the fit are the249

normalization of the particle distribution, the break energy, the spectral indices before and above the break energy,250

the cutoff energy and the average magnetic field. The spectral index below the break is 1.75+0.19
−0.14, which is consistent251

with the slope observed in the radio SED, the obtained break energy and index above the break are 23.8+12
−6.4 GeV and252

2.88+0.22
−0.17, respectively, while the best-fit cutoff energy and magnetic field are 31+12

−22 TeV and 3.4+1.5
−0.8 µG, respectively.253

The total energy in the leptons amounts to 3.6× 1048
(

d

2 kpc

)2

erg.254

In the case of the bremsstrahlung-dominated scenario the resulting fit has the lowest quality of the scenarios explored.255

The plot shown in Fig. 3 (c) results from the fit with a power law with an exponential cutoff for the particle distribution256

(having AIC= 92). The fit has convergence problems if the normalization of the distribution, the magnetic field and257

the density of the target material are all left free simultaneously, and we chose to fix the ambient density to n = 70258

cm−3, which is a plausible value according to Table 2 for the near kinematic distances to the source. The required259

spectral index and cutoff energy in the particle distribution are 2.03+0.04
−0.03 and 3.2+0.9

−0.5 TeV, respectively, while the260

magnetic field obtained is 60+26
−10 µG. For these parameters and the value used for n, the required total energy in the261

leptons is ∼ 1047
(

d

2 kpc

)2

erg.262

Based only on the quality of the spectral fits to the radio and gamma-ray SED we conclude that if the GeV emission263

is produced mainly by a single particle population and one physical mechanism is dominant, then the hadronic and264

IC scenarios are more likely than the bremsstrahlung-dominated scenario.265

4.2. Origin of the gamma-ray emission266

In this section we discuss the possible physical systems that could be responsible for producing extended emission at267

GeV energies. We note that the gamma-ray emission was reported as steady in time in the 4FGL-DR2 catalog, where268

the variability indices for 4FGL J1925.4+1616 and 4FGL J1924.3+1628 were estimated as 6.4 and 4.7, respectively269

(Ballet et al. 2020). A source is considered variable when this index is above 21.7, corresponding to a 99%-confidence270

level in a χ2 distribution with 9 degrees of freedom (see, e.g., Abdollahi et al. 2020). The following scenarios are271

consistent with the steady nature of the emission.272

4.2.1. A star-forming region273

Several young star clusters are known to accelerate cosmic rays most likely at the shocks of the collective winds274

from massive stars, resulting in the emission of high-energy photons from the matter that surrounds the clusters275

(see Aharonian et al. 2019, and references therein). The gamma-ray emission associated to these objects is typically276

extended, with hard GeV spectral indices (Γ ∼ 2.1 − 2.3) and likely hadronic in origin. In fact, star-forming regions277

with massive stars may very well constitute at least one class of long sought sources of PeV cosmic rays in the Galaxy278

(Aharonian et al. 2019).279

The most prominent known HII region that partially overlaps the 68%-containment gamma-ray region seen in Fig.280

1 is G051.010+00.060, located at a distance of 7.2± 1.2 kpc (Anderson et al. 2014). This distance is compatible with281

the gas emission seen at CO line velocities in the interval from 43.4 to 52.2 km s−1. Fig. 4 shows the integrated282

13CO (J = 1 → 0) emission in the velocity range from 43.4 to 52.2 km s−1 and the mid-infrared emission in the283

region (from Wright et al. 2010), in comparison to the GeV emission from Fig. 1. It can be seen that the molecular284

gas in the southern part of the HII region is displaced from the GeV emission, as is the molecular gas seen to the285

west of the location of the compact SNR G51.04+0.07. Infrared emission is particularly prominent also to the west of286

G51.04+0.07. The emission around ∼ 20µm from HII regions is associated to heated dust (Anderson et al. 2011), thus287

tracing another component related to the stellar activity. In Fig. 4 it is seen that the heated gas is also located far288

away from the peak of the gamma rays, while the GeV emission detected from other star-forming regions is correlated289

with the gas component. Based on the displacement of the gamma-ray emission from the most prominent cold gas290
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Figure 3. SED data points and models for each scenario where the high-energy emission results predominantly from neutral pion
decay from hadronic interactions by high-energy cosmic rays (a), IC emission from leptons (b) and bremsstrahlung emission from
leptons (c). The gamma-ray fluxes were obtained in this work. The radio fluxes used in the fits are from the SNR G51.26+0.11
(measured by Dokara et al. 2021). The radio fluxes originally reported for the THOR SNR candidate G51.21+0.11 (Anderson
et al. 2017; Driessen et al. 2018) are shown as upper limits for comparison.

structures as well as the heated gas in the region, we conclude that stars are likely not the source of the GeV photons.291

We also note that the star-forming regions which are known to produce gamma rays all contain very hot and very292

massive stars such as O class stars or Wolf-Rayet stars (Sun et al. 2020). The Galactic O-Star Spectroscopic Survey293

(Máız Apellániz et al. 2016) contains no such objects within the region of the sky shown in Fig. 4.294

Infrared emission is also apparent to the east of the SNR G51.26+0.11. This emission might be related to the295

candidate star-forming region G051.457-00.286 (as labeled in the WISE catalog, Anderson et al. 2014). The radio296

emission from this part of the region is indeed thermal (Dokara et al. 2018). Again there are no known massive297

stars at the location of the eastern infrared emission, making this candidate star-forming region unlikely to accelerate298

particles that could produce gamma rays. Furthermore, Fig. 2 shows a molecular cloud coincident with this infrared299

enhancement in the velocity interval 53−58.8 km s−1. This gas would serve as target material for hadronic interactions300

producing gamma rays, but the location of the gamma-ray emission is displaced from the dense gas, also making the301

association unlikely.302

4.2.2. An SNR303

SNRs are known to produce gamma rays. It becomes obvious to propose a possible relation between the GeV source304

and the SNR G51.26+0.11. As can be seen in Fig. 1 the gamma-ray emission has a peak near the center of the SNR305

and its extension is slightly larger than the known extension of G51.26+0.11. We could speculate that the SNR shell is306

actually larger than proposed recently, given that there is radio continuum emission towards the northwest as revealed307

by THOR+VGPS data. It is unknown at this point if this radio emission is mostly non thermal, and thus produced308
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Figure 4. (a) Integrated 13CO (J = 1 → 0) intensity in the velocity range 43.4 to 52.2 km s−1 from Fig. 2 showing the
molecular gas associated to the HII region G051.010+00.060. (b) An image of the 22 µm infrared emission taken from the
Wide-field Infrared Survey Explorer (Wright et al. 2010) in the region of G51.26+0.11 and G051.010+00.060. Infrared emission
around this wavelength in HII regions is characteristic of heated dust. In both panels, the SNRs, the HII region and the LAT
sources are shown as in Fig. 1.

by an SNR (either G51.26+0.11 or a different object), or not (see Fig. 1 and also the maps shown by Anderson et al.309

2017; Wang et al. 2018). The much more compact SNR G51.04+0.07 described by Supan et al. (2018) is seen outside310

the GeV emission region and therefore is not considered here as a source of the gamma rays.311

Regarding the CO emission seen in Fig. 2, a small cloud of molecular gas is seen inside the projected shell of the312

SNR in the 15.2− 18.6 km s−1 velocity range. According to our estimates in Table 2 this cloud could have sufficient313

density for hadronic interactions, however it occupies only a small portion of the projected area of the GeV source314

(which is much more extended than the cloud) and the peak of the gamma ray emission is displaced from the location315

of this cloud. This makes the association between the gas in the velocity interval 15.2 − 18.6 km s−1 and the GeV316

source unlikely.317

For the other cases where molecular gas is detected, the velocity interval 53 − 58.8 km s−1 contains the highest318

integrated emission as well as gas with considerable density at the location of the peak of the gamma rays, a correlation319

which would be expected in a hadronic scenario for the GeV photons. This gas and the gas seen in the velocity interval320

43.4− 52.2 km s−1 seem to fill a region comparable to that of the GeV source, and the latter also has enough density321

for hadronic interactions. It is then possible that the SNR G51.26+0.11 is a source of high-energy particles which322

illuminate a nearby or interacting cloud of gas, and the system would be located ∼ 3.7 − 6.6 kpc from the observer323

(see Table 2).324

For a distance of 3.7 (6.6) kpc to the source, according to our SED fit in the hadronic scenario and our estimated325

density values in Table 2, the required total cosmic ray energy would be 3.5× 1048 erg (2× 1049 erg), which is much326

lower than the typical available kinetic energy in an SNR (∼ 1051 erg). For a distance of 5 kpc and a hydrogen number327

density of 80 cm−3 (corresponding to the gas in the velocity interval 53− 58.8 km s−1), the total energy in the cosmic328

rays is 6.6× 1048 erg, which is also reasonable.329

It is important to point out that our conclusion regarding the feasibility of the hadronic model where cosmic rays330

from the SNR interact with gas seen at either of the plausible velocity intervals (43.4 − 52.2 and 53 − 58.8 km s−1)331

is not really affected by any uncertainties in the model used to estimate the cloud distances (at least from the point332

of view of the energy required). Even for extreme distances to the clouds of 15 kpc, after properly calculating the333
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corresponding gas densities, the required total energy in the cosmic rays would be ∼20% of the typical kinetic energy334

available in an SNR.335

The extension of the GeV source found here (taken as the full width at half maximum for the Gaussian found,336

∼ 0.34◦) is consistent with the diameter of the SNR shell (∼ 0.38◦ according to Dokara et al. 2018). If 0.38◦ is taken337

as the real extent of the SNR shell, this would translate to a physical diameter of 6.6
(

d

1 kpc

)
pc, where d is the source338

distance. The diameters of known SNRs are typically of the order of parsecs to several tens of parsecs, and therefore339

the observed source extension could be consistent with that of an SNR for the range of distances estimated to the gas340

of 3.7− 6.6 kpc.341

The luminosity observed in the gamma rays is also common in SNRs for a large range of possible distances to the342

source. From the photon spectrum determined in Section 2, we estimated a luminosity of the GeV emission in the343

1 − 500 GeV energy interval, for a distance d to the source, of 1.2 × 1034
(

d

2 kpc

)2

erg s−1. This value is typical of344

GeV-emitting SNRs (Acero et al. 2016).345

SNRs also show a variety of GeV spectral indices and shapes, thought to be caused by the differences in environments346

and evolutionary stages. With a spectral index of ∼ 2.2, the high-energy spectrum of the source shows a similar shape347

to that of Cas A’s in the energy range 1–500 GeV (with a spectral index of 2.17±0.02stat, Abeysekara et al. 2020; Yuan348

et al. 2013) and that of Tycho’s SNR in the GeV range (with a spectral index of 2.14 ± 0.09stat, Archambault et al.349

2017). Both of these are young SNRs with bright X-ray and radio emission. We encourage carrying out observations350

at X-ray energies in the region of G51.26+0.11 to help constrain the parameters of the SNR.351

The hadronic interpretation of the high-energy SED is consistent with an SNR scenario for the gamma rays and the352

ISM properties presented in this work. The hadronic scenario also provides the best fit to the GeV data, as shown353

before. The leptonic scenarios presented here pose no problem from the point of view of the energetics, as a typical354

SNR kinetic energy value is more than enough to channel the required energy to the particles. The order of magnitude355

of the total energy in the particles needed in any scenario is consistent with measured values for SNRs (see, e.g., Araya356

& Cui 2010; Fraija & Araya 2016; Xing et al. 2019). In terms of the fit quality, the bremsstrahlung scenario shows some357

tension with the measured radio fluxes in the simple, one-zone, approximation used here. A more detailed modeling358

considering multiple emission zones is left for the future.359

4.2.3. A pulsar wind nebula360

Pulsars can also produce extended gamma-ray radiation through the interaction of relativistic electrons and positrons,361

accelerated by the pulsar wind nebula (PWN), with ambient photons. A scenario where an SNR produces the observed362

radio emission and contains within it a PWN that shines in the gamma-ray range seems plausible. This would also363

explain the Gaussian-like morphology of the GeV emission having a peak towards the center of G51.26+0.11.364

A search for pulsars from the Australia Telescope National Facility Pulsar Catalogue (Manchester et al. 2005)4
365

within 0.4◦ of the peak of the gamma-ray emission yields three pulsars, PSR J1924+1628, PSR J1924+1631 and PSR366

J1926+1613. The first two have catalogued distances of 10.7 and 10.2 kpc, respectively, and are seen outside the367

68%-containment region of the gamma-ray source shown in Fig. 1. PSR J1924+1631 has a relatively low spin-down368

power (5.7 × 1032 erg s−1), three orders of magnitude lower than the observed gamma-ray luminosity for the same369

distance, and thus we consider it an unlikely source of the gamma rays. The energy required in the particles according370

to our IC-dominated scenario, which is typical in a PWN, is ∼ 9 × 1049 erg for a distance of 10 kpc, and cannot371

be provided by a pulsar with such low spin-down power. The spin-down power of PSR J1924+1628 is not known,372

however, its distance of 10.7 kpc would make the GeV PWN unusually large (although comparable to the GeV size of373

the PWN HESS J1825-137, Principe et al. 2020).374

On the other hand, the pulsar PSR J1926+1613 is seen ∼ 0.2◦ away from the peak of the gamma-ray emission (near375

the edge of the LAT 68%-containment circle). This pulsar is located at a distance of 1.5 kpc, but its parameters such376

as spin-down power and age are unknown. We cannot confirm or rule out this source as the origin of the high-energy377

emission. X-ray observations of G51.26+0.11 would be helpful to identify any possible PWN in the region, either378

associated to PSR J1926+1613 or to any other currently undiscovered pulsar.379

5. CONCLUSIONS380

4 https://www.atnf.csiro.au/research/pulsar/psrcat/
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We have found an extended gamma-ray source with a hard spectrum (photon index ∼ 2.18) in the GeV range381

using data from the Fermi satellite at the location of the SNR G51.26+0.11. Based on the radio and gamma-ray382

SED, one-zone scenarios involving hadronic emission from cosmic rays and leptonic emission from IC scattering of383

background photons by electrons are both possible, with the hadronic scenario providing the best fit to the GeV384

fluxes. A bremsstrahlung-dominated (one-zone) scenario for the gamma-rays provides the worst fit to the broadband385

data.386

We rule out the star-forming region G051.010+00.060 as the source of the high-energy photons based on the lack of387

correspondence between the gas in this region and the GeV emission, as well as the absence of massive stars. This is388

also true for the candidate star-forming region G051.457-00.286.389

The SNR G51.26+0.11 is a likely source of particles producing the gamma rays. The GeV emission is seen at the390

location of this SNR, although it is slightly more extended than the proposed radio shell. The hadronic scenario for391

the gamma rays is compatible with molecular gas clouds seen at the location of the SNR/GeV source in two velocity392

intervals obtained from CO observations, 43.4− 52.2 and 53− 58.8 km s−1. This would place the SNR at a distance393

in the range of 3.7 − 6.6 kpc, but the conclusion regarding the feasibility of the hadronic model is not affected by394

changing the distance to the source to any other reasonable value. From the point of view of the energetics, the395

required total energy in the relativistic particles can be supplied by a typical supernova event, in both hadronic and396

leptonic scenarios, for any reasonable distance to the source.397

The gamma-ray SED can also be well explained by IC emission from leptons, which is thought to dominate in398

the gamma-ray emission of some SNRs as well as in PWN. Given the lack of parameters it is unclear whether the399

pulsar PSR J1926+1613 could be responsible for the high-energy emission. A search for new pulsars or an X-ray400

PWN (perhaps associated to G51.26+0.11) would be very valuable to confirm the origin of the radiation detected by401

Fermi -LAT.402
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